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Defining OFAC Property Interests Beyond The 50% Rule 

By Sean Kane and Joseph Schoorl 

Law360, New York (June 7, 2017, 1:29 PM EDT) --  
Most companies are familiar with how U.S. sanctions can apply to designated 
parties and to entities owned 50 percent or more by such parties, as well as the 
risks that attend to entities in which designated persons maintain a significant 
ownership interest that is less than 50 percent. However, even if there is no such 
ownership interest, sanctioned parties acting as officers or representatives of 
nonsanctioned entities may have a property interest in certain transactions. 
Companies need to be mindful of how expansively a blockable “property interest” is 
defined and aware of the potential implications. 
 
Background 
 
One of the most significant powers that the U.S. Treasury Department’s Office of 
Foreign Assets Control wields is the ability to designate individuals or entities as 
"specially designated nationals." In legal terms, designation as an SDN means that 
“all property and interests in property [of an SDN] that are in the United States, 
that hereafter come within the United States, or that are or hereafter come within 
the possession or control of any United States person ... are blocked.”[1] 
 
Perhaps the most straightforward example of this obligation in action is the 
“freezing” of SDN accounts with U.S. banks — an outcome that deprives the SDN of 
the ability to withdraw, transfer or otherwise utilize its funds. However, OFAC 
designations have additional implications because U.S. persons are generally prohibited from dealing 
with SDNs wherever they are located. This makes virtually any transaction or dealing with an SDN 
impossible without authorization from OFAC. 
 
The Scope of Blockable “Property” and “Property Interests” 
 
While the above implications of an OFAC blocking are well understood, it is worthwhile to take a step 
back and consider the full definition of “property” or “property interest” as defined by OFAC: 

The terms property and property interest include, but are not limited to, money, checks, drafts, 

bullion, bank deposits, savings accounts, debts, indebtedness, obligations, notes, guarantees, 

debentures, stocks, bonds, coupons, any other financial instruments, bankers acceptances, 
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mortgages, pledges, liens or other rights in the nature of security, warehouse receipts, bills of 

lading, trust receipts, bills of sale, any other evidences of title, ownership or indebtedness, letters 

of credit and any documents relating to any rights or obligations thereunder, powers of attorney, 

goods, wares, merchandise, chattels, stocks on hand, ships, goods on ships, real estate mortgages, 

deeds of trust, vendors' sales agreements, land contracts, leaseholds, ground rents, real estate 

and any other interest therein, options, negotiable instruments, trade acceptances, royalties, 

book accounts, accounts payable, judgments, patents, trademarks or copyrights, insurance 

policies, safe deposit boxes and their contents, annuities, pooling agreements, services of any 

nature whatsoever, contracts of any nature whatsoever, and any other property, real, personal, 

or mixed, tangible or intangible, or interest or interests therein, present, future, or contingent. 

 
The most widely known example of the application of this broad conception of “property” is OFAC’s so-
called “50 percent rule.” This rule provides that an entity in which one or more SDNs hold a 50 percent 
or greater interest is itself “blocked by operation of law,” regardless of whether the entity itself is listed 
in the annex to an executive order or on OFAC’s SDN list.[2] When determining whether an entity is 
blocked by operation of law, the operative legal question from OFAC’s perspective is whether the SDNs 
have an interest in the property or interests in property of the entity. The 50 percent threshold is merely 
a tool for determining whether SDNs have a property interest in the entity by virtue of their ownership 
stakes. 
 
Many of the types of property or property interests mentioned in OFAC’s definition are unsurprising. 
However, the inclusion of “services of any nature whatsoever, contracts of any nature whatsoever, and 
any other property ... or interest or interests therein, present, future, or contingent” is particularly 
expansive and can apply in ways that are less than obvious. 
 
SDN Risks Beyond the 50 Percent Rule 
 
OFAC has clarified that the 50 percent rule does not apply to entities in which one or more SDNs hold an 
interest of less than 50 percent or over which SDNs otherwise exercise control.[3] Companies should not 
assume, however, that the inapplicability of the 50 percent rule ensures against the presence of 
blockable property or property interests. The following two examples illustrate this point. 
 
SDN Officers or Representatives of Non-SDN Companies 
 
Consider a non-SDN company with an officer or representative that is designated by OFAC. While U.S. 
persons could not transact directly with the SDN officer or representatives, the company would not 
itself be blocked because it is neither designated as an SDN nor 50 percent or more owned by an SDN. 
Nonetheless, an SDN officer or representative acting on behalf of the non-SDN company could 
potentially taint U.S. person dealings with the non-SDN company in a number of ways: 

 Depending on the non-SDN company’s bylaws or organizational structures, contracts or other 
transactions could require signature or approval by the SDN officer. The SDN officer’s signature 
or approval for a transaction with a U.S. person could be a “service” sufficient to create a 
blockable property interest in a specific transaction. 

 



 

 

 If an SDN officer is a signatory to the non-SDN company’s bank accounts, the SDN could be 
considered to have an interest in the account itself or in any payments to or from the account. 

 
The more complicated issue arises in determining where, precisely, the blockable property interest is 
created in situations where the SDN officer or representative is providing a service by, e.g., signing a 
contract. Is there a valid but blocked contract that OFAC has licensing authority to unblock, or is there 
no contract at all? This is not merely an academic question. As discussed earlier, OFAC defines property 
and property interests to include “services of any nature whatsoever.” Because the act of signing a 
contract or providing a necessary authorization would commonly be considered a service, an SDN 
engaged in such activities would be transferring or dealing in blocked property. Importantly, however, 
most OFAC sanctions regulations contain language providing that transfers of blocked property in 
violation of OFAC sanctions are “null and void and shall not be the basis for the assertion or recognition 
of assertion or recognition of any interest in or right, remedy, power, or privilege with respect to such 
property or property interest.”[4] The result is that a contract between a U.S. person and a non-SDN 
company, but that requires the signature or authorization of an SDN officer or representative, could 
itself be null and void from the perspective of OFAC. This is not an issue on which OFAC has publicly 
advised. 
 
SDN Government Officials 
 
Now, consider an SDN who serves as an official in a government that is not itself blocked. In a March 
2013 FAQ issued under the now-terminated Burma sanctions program, OFAC advised that a government 
agency “is not blocked solely because the minister heading it is an SDN.”[5] 
 
As with the first example analyzed above, though, the presence of an SDN within a government raises 
legal concerns if the SDN is directly or indirectly involved in specific transactions. OFAC warned in its 
March 2013 FAQ that U.S. persons should ensure that they do not “enter[] into any contracts that are 
signed by the SDN.” Beyond entering into contracts, U.S. companies should also be aware of the risks 
associated with projects that receive regulatory authorization or approval from an SDN official, dealing 
in debt instruments issued under the authority of such an official, or dealing with state-owned entities 
that cannot act without the SDN official’s involvement. Again, the SDN official’s involvement in these 
types of activities could create a blockable property interest in the transaction, or result in the voiding 
issues discussed above. 
 
SDNs Acting in their Official Capacity 
 
One question that arises in these types of cases is how the SDN could be said to have an interest in the 
underlying property where he or she is acting solely in an official capacity and would not have a personal 
claim to the property. This argument is primarily presented in the context of an SDN government official, 
but one can imagine an SDN corporate officer making a similar claim. It is tempting to suggest that OFAC 
accept this argument and refrain from requiring that property be blocked where an SDN officer or 
government official is acting solely in his or her official (rather than personal) capacity. This seems 
particularly logical in the case of a government official signing contracts on behalf of an instrument of 
the state. 
 
OFAC has never accepted this distinction, however, and it is easy to see why. First, many SDNs have 
been designated precisely because they have used their government positions or ties to government 
officials to enrich themselves through corruption or other illicit financial activities. Second, if designation 



 

 

as an SDN is a means of pressuring individuals, entities or governments to change their conduct, 
disrupting the day-to-day activities of SDN government officials or corporate officers is a potentially 
important means of achieving these goals. Finally, from a practical perspective, applying this 
official/personal distinction would require that virtually every transaction involving an SDN be carefully 
scrutinized to determine the underlying purpose or intent. 
 
Compliance Implications for U.S. Companies 
 
The risks discussed above have direct implications for corporate compliance practices. Screening 
counterparties against the SDN list is now a baseline expectation for any compliance program, and many 
companies have responded to the 50 percent rule by requesting and screening the ownership structure 
of these counterparties as well. Because of the risks posed by SDN officers or representatives, however, 
companies should also screen the names of any individuals with whom they have business 
communications and request information about potential counterparties’ officers. Similarly, companies 
should screen government officials with whom they engage on matters related to regulatory or 
commercial matters. 
 
If such screening reveals that the officer, representative or government official has been designated by 
OFAC, U.S. companies should carefully investigate what role this SDN plays within the counterparty 
generally and would play in the specific transaction at hand. Depending on the results of this review, 
U.S. companies should explore the possibility of excluding the SDN from any role in the transaction at 
hand, or request authorization or guidance from OFAC. Alternatively, companies may decide that the 
transaction is not worth the potential compliance risks. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The fact that a company is neither designated itself nor 50 percent or more owned by one or more SDNs 
does not remove the possibility that blockable property interests are present. As with all things in the 
complex world of sanctions, risks abound and compliance programs should consider all such risks to 
protect U.S. persons. 
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[1] See, e.g., Executive Order 13757 “Taking Additional Steps to Address the National Emergency With 
Respect to Significant Malicious Cyber-Enabled Activities” (December 28, 2016). 
 
[2] See OFAC, “Revised Guidance on Entities Owned by Persons Whose Property and Interests in 
Property Are Blocked” (August 13, 2014), https://www.treasury.gov/resource-
center/sanctions/Documents/licensing_guidance.pdf. 
 



 

 

[3] OFAC has warned, though, that those facts could lead to subsequent designation.in a scenario where 
an SDN individual plays a role in a non-SDN company. 
 
[4] E.g., Cyber-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 C.F.R. § 578.202 (2016). 
 
[5] Office of Foreign Assets Control, Frequently Asked Question 285; 
https://web.archive.org/web/20130324211051/http://www.treasury.gov/resource-
center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/answer.aspx (last visited June 6, 2017). 
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